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“Hands down, the best  
airport experience. Ever”
PASSENGER SURVEY, 2021

Virtual queue technology is designed to deliver 
value for airports, airlines and passengers alike.

Partnered with Clear, we’re enhancing the 
passenger experience by unlocking a better, more 
efficient experience to help passengers plan ahead
and arrive early.

A better 
airport experience



How It Works

Flight data integrations on the 
back end and ensure that 

passengers select an arrival time 
aligned with both airline and 

program needs

Passenger schedules appointment 
online (saves their spot) using flight 

details, party size and email 
address.

Passenger receives QR code via 
email or SMS, unlocking entry to 

the Virtual Queue line.

QR Code is presented to and 
validated by an agent, or e-Gate, at 

the VQ entry point.

Repeat: Passenger scans 
successfully through security and 
is invited to join a sequential VQ 

where applicable.

Time slots, grace period and hourly 
availability are fully configurable to 
influence passenger arrival timing



Virtual Queuing at your airport: customized set-up to maximize value
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Example Concept of Operations for virtual queuing

Pre-check
passengers

Virtual queue 
passengers

Non-VQ passengers

Concept of operations 

• Opening hours for virtual 
queuing

• Point of mixing with other 
passengers and impact on 
overall screening process

• Utilization of VQ vs. other fast 
track lanes during low volume 
periods

• Exception handling for missed 
VQ appointments

CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR 
ENVIRONMENT
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What makes Virtual Queuing? 

Queue 

monitoring 

system (if 

available)

BI Solution 

Airport Operational 

Database (AODB) –

real-time flight 

schedule updates

Better Airport (Copenhagen 

Optimization)

VQ slot allocation

Passengers 

(via airport & 

airlines)

External system

Legend

Solution offered

RESERVE (Whyline)

Passenger Experience

CLEAR

● Brand reputation with 8M+ members

● Staffing, training, local management

● Field tech, customer care/support

● Passenger experience expertise

● Security ops, lane design expertise

● Project management



Who uses Virtual Queuing?



Passenger Demographics 
& Target Market
Our survey data tells the story: VQ is built for families and non-frequent 
travelers, and is distinct from the business and frequent traveler market covered 
by Premium programs.

“This was wonderful especially 
with two young children at 5am!”

PASSENGER

“Thank you so much for this 
service! We had an otherwise very 
stressful trip and this was such a 
peace of mind and easy to do. 
Thank you Thank you Thank you”

PASSENGER

88%
RESERVE users are traveling for 
Leisure/Personal reasons 

69%
Say they traveled in a group (friends 
and/or family) 

46%
Use the program to achieve peace of 
mind before arriving to the airport 



Customer Satisfaction 
& Wait Time Impacts
By improving the travel experience for the inexperienced travelers who find 
airports most stressful, we incentivize passengers to take advantage of 
premium services in the future by delivering value on behalf of our partner 
airlines.

“Quick, easy and painless!  
through security in 5 minutes vs 45 
minutes!!”

PASSENGER

“I bypassed at least 20-30 minutes 
of wait time by using this service. 
It's amazing! Thank you! I'm 
telling all my friends. Please keep 
it going and expand to other 
airports.”

PASSENGER

92%
Reported program satisfaction 
overall 

82%
Report saving time because they used 
RESERVE 

57%
Spent money at the airport as a result of 
the time they saved 

“This was absolutely the best 
experience I have had at an 
airport!  it not only saved me over 
an hour waiting in line but it was 
efficient”

PASSENGER



Why VQ?



Peak shaving means a better airport experience for all

Our Methodology

In the chart shown, the grey line exemplifies the forecasted 
passenger presentation without virtual queuing, and the blue line 
shows it with virtual queuing.

In Peak 1, peak shaving was applied using a light reduction in 
available slots to passengers. In Peak 2, no changes were 
implemented to influence the passenger arrival profile.

The VQ program tracks and reports on this on a weekly basis.

Utilization

For peak shaving to work, 10-15%+ total passenger volume must be 
utilizing the virtual queue program - emphasizing the importance of 
an effective pre-travel communication strategy. 



Case Studies



How BER Runway 
took the lead on 
Virtual Queuing in 
only two weeks

Virtual Queuing introduced in Europe

• On average, 75% of available slots are booked. On 
busy days 90% of available slots are booked.

• On average almost 2,000 passengers a day are using 
the BER Runway service

• A centralized setup at the security checkpoint combined 
with good signage are key success drivers

• Great communication with passengers is essential to 
influence their behaviour. 

The BER Runway is an important step on the way to 
further digitizing operations at our airport. This will enable 
us to further optimize all processes in the interest of our 
passengers in the future.”

Highlights

Thomas Hoff Anderson,
Managing Director Operations,
Flughafen Berlin Brandenburg GmbH

Case study

Insights

Berlin Brandenburg Airport was the first airport in Europe to introduce Virtual Queuing directly to 
passengers under the name “BER Runway”. Implemented in just three weeks, the numbers are staggering 
and shows that the European market is ready and eager to use the service.

For Berlin Brandenburg Airport, on average days 75% of all available slots are booked and on busy days 
the bookings increase to 90% - with almost 2,000 passengers a day using the service. This winning case 
is a combination of a great initial interest from passengers combined with a good setup at the security 
checkpoint. Combined with well placed signage, this secures an easy and frictionless experience for 
passengers. 

In general, European airports have an advanced way of communicating with passengers. As a direct result 
it has not been necessary for Berlin Airport to involve airlines to utilize their communication channels with 
passengers. Next step of the program is to move from the current approx. 10% of passengers using the 
service, to a much higher percentage. At this level, peak shaving is unlocked through nudging of 
passengers to use off-peak VQ slots. 

https://copenhagenoptimization.com/
https://twitter.com/CPHoptimization
https://twitter.com/CPHoptimization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/copenhagen-optimization/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/copenhagen-optimization/
https://copenhagenoptimization.com/


Virtual Queuing –
for greater airport 
efficiency and higher 
passenger satisfaction

Introducing Virtual Queuing in the US 
with Seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport

• 95% of SEA’s passengers say they are happy or 
extremely happy to use the VQ service.

• 63% of passengers say they spend more time 
shopping, eating, and drinking at the airport as a direct 
result of saving time in security processing. 

• SEA has managed to shave 25% off their peak-hour 
demand in security. 

To date we have managed to skim about 25% off our peak 
hour demand, which is helping reduce congestion at the 
security checkpoint. Concurrently, Virtual Queuing enables 
us to provide our passengers with a predictable travel 
experience, which helps alleviate stress and enhance the 
experience.”

Results

Daniel Zenk,
Senior Manager at Airport Operations,
Port of Seattle

Case study

Insights

Virtual Queuing is the newest and most innovative solution to increase the efficiency of airport operations 
while providing a more seamless passenger experience. It will enable airports to reduce wait times, 
improve the passenger satisfaction, and increase non-aeronautical revenue.  

SEA uses their Virtual Queuing solution to nudge passengers to arrive at pre-defined time slots and at pre-
selected check points. By targeting appointments on specific flights, where a changed behavior has the 
greatest impact, they have managed to reduce wait times and flattened peaks. Thus, achieving significant 
operational efficiencies and a better utilization of infrastructure and staff.

By letting passengers schedule their arrival at the airport, SEA has not only managed to shave peaks and 
load balance their passenger flows. They have also let passengers take control of their journey, from home 
to gate, giving them predictability of their journey and removing uncertainties. 

The derived benefit is improved revenue, as passengers spend less time queuing, and thus more time in 
the airport retail area. 

https://copenhagenoptimization.com/
https://twitter.com/CPHoptimization
https://twitter.com/CPHoptimization
https://www.linkedin.com/company/copenhagen-optimization/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/copenhagen-optimization/
https://copenhagenoptimization.com/
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18%
Virtual queue slots offered 
were booked

Virtual queue slots offered were 
booked

With Dedicated Email from AirlineWithout Dedicated Email from Airline

80%
4.4x
INCREASE

The Importance of Pre-
Travel Comms
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Driving Utilization through Awareness
The first step to utilization is ensuring passengers know about the program. To achieve this, airports and airlines we’ve worked with 
have run pre-travel comms, press releases, social media promotions, and in-airport signage.



92%
Passengers report 

satisfaction with the VQ 
experience

The reservation 
was easy to make 
and the 
checkpoint was 
the most 
convenient.

What a wonderful 
option to make use 
of. I will certainly 
be using it again.

I love the SEA spot 
saver program. It’s 
easy to apply and 
saved time to go 
through security.

Fantastic option 
for business travel, 
it saved a lot of 
time and I was 
able to check all 
my emails at the 
gate.

The virtual line 
was extremely 
easy to use! I've 
never been 
through security at 
Newark airport 
faster than this 
time.

The security line 
was very long 
when I arrived. It 
saved me probably 
20-30 minutes, 
which was 
amazing.

Brilliant service, 
loved that is was 
free, but I 
would've used it 
even if there was a 
charge!

This service is 
amazing!! We used 
it over the 
thanksgiving 
weekend and it 
reduced the stress 
of travelling 
greatly!
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Thank you!

Sarah Procter
Procter@copopt.com
Tel. +45 30914679
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